
Issues and Answers  1st Quarter 2014

  The station addresses Issues in the service area and broadcast programs and 
material to address or Answer the Issues. At least 5 Issues per quarter are 
broadcast.

Cancer Awareness

  During the period the station broadcast programming advising listeners to 
get checked for various types of cancer including breast cancer.  Information 
on local cancer awareness programs and runs/walks are broadcast. The 
programming Answers the Issue and advises listeners to become pro active 
in combating cancer in their families and personal lives.

Drunk or Impaired Driving Awareness

  During the period the station broadcast programming advising listeners to 
beware of drunken or impaired drivers, advising them to report this 
dangerous behavior. The service area regularly deals with accidents caused 
by drunk or impaired drivers. Getting listeners involved to remove drivers 
from our roads by reporting them to law enforcement Answers this Issue.

Drunk or Impaired Driving Prevention

  During the period the station broadcast programming advising listeners to 
prevent drunken or impaired driving by preventing youth from using alcohol 
or drugs and by taking keys from those who might drive in an unsafe 
condition. This Answers this Issue by preventing alcohol and drug abuse 
before it starts and by removing impaired drivers from the roads.

Senior Care

  During the period the station broadcast programming designed to support 
our elderly by getting younger listeners to become involved with the care 
and support of elderly in the area. Directing listeners to Nursing Home 
facilities and having them simply check on elderly neighbors Answers this 
Issue by getting listeners involved in the process.

Veteran Help



  The station broadcast programming helping Veterans who have served us. 
Many times veterans need assistance with problems resulting from their 
service. By providing community support, access to government agencies, 
and individual support the station Answers the Issue.

Immigrant Issues

  There are many undocumented immigrants with poor access to assistance. 
This involves families and individuals. The station broadcast programming 
(Immigration Advice w Paul Gresk) that directs these listeners to legal 
services and advises them on the proper way to address problems in their 
lives.  This Answers the Issue by providing access to agencies and offices 
the listeners can go to for help.

News

  The station broadcast news programming providing listeners with 
information on accidents, crimes, and local community happenings. The 
Issues are various and change daily. This programming Answers the Issues 
by reporting them.

EAS

  The station broadcast EAS programming which provides severe weather 
and other warnings. This programming Answers the Issue of Weather 
Warnings and allows listeners to benefit from same.


